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FRENCH OPPOSITION ASKS PRESIDENT MACRON TO BE RECEIVED & NEW
ELECTIONS
AND/OR DISSOLUTION OF NATIONAL ASSEMBLY

Paris, Wahsongton DC, 02.12.2018, 17:25 Time

USPA NEWS - President Emmanuel Macron calls on the politicians to participate in the end of the crisis and asks Edouard Philippe to
receive all the leaders of the opposition parties, tomorrow, Monday 3 December. Some of them, like Marine le Pen (RN), demand to be
reviewed by the head of state himself to find a way out of the crisis. Jean Luc Melenchon (LFI) calls for the dissolution of the National
Assembly. Laurent Wauquiez (The Reublicans) demands President macron to dismiss the tax for Carbon. The President of the
Senate, Gerard Larcher, (The Republicans) for him explained on RTL radio channel, "The government is not entitled a third BLACK
SATURDAY ". The leaders of political parties of the opposition, express themselves continuously on the chains of French TV along
with the members of LREM of the majority (Party of the President Macron) and some "door-words" of the Yellow Vests, to discuss the
poissbles solution to stop the current crisis of vilenies caused by the demonstrations launched after the Yellow Vests in France since
November 17 and which ended Saturday, December 1 with a heavy toll. Indeed, urban violence, resembling a civil war, and ignited the
French capital

President Emmanuel Macron calls on the politicians to participate in the end of the crisis and asks Edouard Philippe to receive all the
leaders of the opposition parties, tomorrow, Monday 3 December. Some of them, like Marine le Pen (RN), demand to be reviewed by
the head of state himself to find a way out of the crisis. Jean Luc Melenchon (LFI) calls for the dissolution of the National Assembly.
Laurent Wauquiez (The Reublicans) demands President macron to dismiss the tax for Carbon. The President of the Senate, Gerard
Larcher, (The Republicans) for him explained on RTL radio channel, "The government is not entitled a third BLACK SATURDAY ".
The leaders of political parties of the opposition, express themselves continuously on the chains of French TV along with the members
of LREM of the majority (Party of the President Macron) and some "door-words" of the Yellow Vests, to discuss the poissbles solution
to stop the current crisis of vilenies caused by the demonstrations launched after the Yellow Vests in France since November 17 and
which ended Saturday, December 1 with a heavy toll. Indeed, urban violence, resembling a civil war, and ignited the capital this
Saturday early December. According to the latest estimates, there were 263 wounded, including 23 among the police, and 412 arrests.
Edouard Philippe should receive the main party leaders and representatives of "yellow vests", at a date still undetermined. The
Minister of the Interior will have to explain to the Senate on Tuesday about the system put in place to oversee the rally.
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